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Women combatants
By 12 August 1914, Englishwoman Flora Sandes knew that if she wanted an exciting life, she would have to fight for it.
That was the date she steamed out of London, along with 36 other eager nurses, bound for Serbia. Within 18 months,
during the great retreat to Albania, she had exchanged bandages for guns. She insisted on acting as a soldier, and
being treated as such; therefore, like male combatants, she cared for the wounded, but only 'between shots'. She
curtly informed one correspondent on 10 November 1916 that if people thought she ought to be a nurse instead of a
soldier, they should be told that 'we have Red Cross men for first aid'. Her martial valour during World War One was
recognised in June 1919 when a special Serbian Act of Parliament made her the first woman to be commissioned in
the Serbian Army.
This jolly, buxom daughter of a retired vicar living in the peaceful village of Thornton Heath in the Suffolk countryside
was an unlikely candidate for the warrior role. Although she had been given elementary medical and military training
in the Women's First Aid Yeomanry Corps and St John's Ambulance, she had no regrets about leaving nursing for the
life of a combatant. Indeed, she relished those times when the savage explosion of her bombs was followed by a 'few
groans and then silence' since a 'tremendous hullabaloo' signalled that she had inflicted 'only a few scratches, or the
top of someone's finger... taken off'. Throughout her life, Sandes contended that her wartime experiences had been
wonderful precisely because they were years of previously unimagined freedom.
Civilian life
In many ways, Flora Sandes' experiences of combat were similar to those of many men. Terrifying times of 'blood and
gore' were rare. Most of her active service consisted of 'sitting in pouring rain, and up to the knees in wet slush, without
hearing another shot fired all night', as she described it. Also like male servicemen, 'romance, adventure and
comradeship' compensated abundantly for 'incessant fighting, weariness indescribable'. Most importantly, she felt
accepted by her comrades. In one breath, Sandes was 'Nashi Engleskinja' (or 'Our Englishwoman'); in the next, she was
'Brother'. She was welcomed into the regiment as a representative of England, a 'pledge'.
After this adventure, reverting to civilian life was frustrating. She resented having to wait to be asked to do something,
rather than simply saying, 'Come along, where shall we go tonight?' As she explained in 1916: 'I cannot attempt to
describe what it now felt like, trying to get accustomed to a woman's life and a woman's clothes again; and also to
ordinary society after having lived entirely with men for so many years. Turning from a woman to a private soldier
proved nothing compared with turning back from soldier to ordinary woman.' It was, she continued, 'like losing
everything at one fell swoop, and trying to find bearings again in another life and an entirely different world'.
The ideal woman
Of course, Sandes' story is unusual. It was rare for an Englishwoman to fire a weapon in combat during World War
One. Numerous people at the time commented on the inappropriateness of women in combat. The ideal woman was
nurturing and pacifistic. This ideal was summed up in an immensely popular pamphlet allegedly written by A Little
Mother (1916) which sold 75,000 copies in less than a week. According to this pamphlet, women were 'created for the
purpose of giving life, and men to take it'. Women's gentleness was even portrayed as being extended to the German
enemy. Thus, in a book on English soldiers, called Golden Lads (1916), Arthur Gleeson contrasted the boastful accounts
by male soldiers about the number of enemies they had 'potted' with the delicacy with which Englishwomen cared for
wounded Germans. While sharing hardship alongside their menfolk, these women 'had no desire for retaliation, no
wish to wreck their will on human life', he observed. Danger did not 'excite them to a nervous explosion where they
grab for a gun and shoot the other fellow'. Or, as the feminist and pacifist, Helen Mana Lucy Swanwick, noted in 1915
- when women did seem to be supporting the war effort, this was only due to their sense of familial loyalty. To do
otherwise might be seen as an insult to their menfolk.
Culturally, there are many reasons why both conservatives (like 'A Little Mother') might join with feminists to argue
that women were not warriors. For both groups, women's social influence and political advancement was at stake.
The power of middle-class women as domestic and moral arbiters depended upon their separation from the sordid
world of money-making and life-taking. This was a particularly important argument at this time because so many
women were fighting for the right to vote. How should they respond to the argument that only those who fought for
their nation (men) had a right to that ultimate gift of citizenship, suffrage? The Woman's Journal tackled this question
head-on. On their first page, they published a cartoon which showed a woman holding a baby and saying 'Votes for
Women'. Nearby, a heavily armed soldier declared that 'Women can't bear arms', to which a suffragist replied, 'No!
Women bear armies'. In other words, women supported the war effort through motherhood, and were thus worthy
of the vote.

Home Front
Nevertheless, women were more than just handmaidens, madonnas, and patriotic mothers. During World War One,
the range of roles open to women was immense: they manned factories, invested in war bonds, harvested crops, and
cared for troops on leave. They also enlisted in the armed forces. In World War One, approximately 80,000 women
served in the three British women's forces as non-combatants. However, British women lobbied to be allowed to have
rifle training and bear arms for home defence. In this area, they had little success within the established (male) home
defence forces. Early in World War Two, the Local Defence Volunteers or LDV (the predecessors of the Home Guard)
employed women's talents in training men to shoot while refusing to admit female members. Nevertheless, numerous
women's organisations sprang up to meet the need for a combat-ready Home Front.
The Women's Defence Relief Corps was set up with the powerful backing of Lord Kitchener and Lord Roberts (president
of the Women's Rifle Associations). This corps consisted of two divisions: the Civil Section which aimed to substitute
women for men in employment in order to free men for military service, and the 'Semi-Military or good-citizen section'
in which women actively recruited for the armed forces, underwent training in drill, marching, signalling and scouting,
and were instructed in the use of arms. Each member of the latter section was exhorted to defend not only herself,
but also 'those dear to her'. Of course, for many more women, their duty was perceived as persuading men that
dishonour was worse than death, and then buckling on men's psychological (if not military) armour. As the writer
Virginia Woolf put it in A Room of One's Own (1929), women served as magnifying mirrors 'reflecting the figure of man
at twice its natural size. Without that power... the glories of all our wars would be unknown.' Such mirrors, she
continued, 'are essential to all violent and heroic action'.
Although women were near the front lines, working as nurses, they were rarely engaged in fighting themselves. This
is not surprising - in modern times, the large-scale arming of women has only taken place during revolutions and
invasions. Britain was not invaded. Thus, women were not systematically taught to defend themselves or their country.
Despite their relative absence from the killing fields, however, modern technology was diminishing the distance
between the shell-holes and suburbia at an accelerated rate. Britain was bombed during World War One, causing
1,414 deaths. Although 60 times more civilians were killed during the bombing raids of World War Two, at the time it
was an immense trauma for women, particularly in London and the South East. Even more traumatic was the painful
process of readjusting to the return of loved ones from the battlefields. Hundred of thousands of men returned from
the war injured in some way. Women bore a large part of the burden of caring for these men. Even worse, women lost
their fathers, husbands, lovers, brothers, and sons. For these women, life would never be the same.
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Beyond domestic service
Did World War One actually improve women's lives in Britain? At the time, many people believed that the war had
helped advance women politically and economically. Thus, Mrs Millicent Fawcett, leading feminist, founder of
Newnham College Cambridge and president of the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies from 1897 to 1918,
said in 1918: 'The war revolutionised the industrial position of women - it found them serfs and left them free.' The
war did offer women increased opportunities in the paid labour market. Between 1914 and 1918, an estimated two
million women replaced men in employment, resulting in an increase in the proportion of women in total employment
from 24 per cent in July 1914 to 37 per cent by November 1918.
The war bestowed two valuable legacies on women. First, it opened up a wider range of occupations to female workers
and hastened the collapse of traditional women's employment, particularly domestic service. From the 19th century
to 1911, between 11 and 13 per cent of the female population in England and Wales were domestic servants. By 1931,
the percentage had dropped to under eight per cent. For the middle classes, the decline of domestic servants was
facilitated by the rise of domestic appliances, such as cookers, electric irons and vacuum cleaners. The popularity of
'labour-saving devices' does not, however, explain the dramatic drop in the servant population. Middle-class women
continued to clamour for servants, but working women who might previously have been enticed into service were
being drawn away by alternative employment opening up to satisfy the demands of war. Thus, nearly half of the first
recruits to the London General Omnibus Company in 1916 were former domestic servants. Clerical work was another
draw card. The number of women in the Civil Service increased from 33,000 in 1911 to 102,000 by 1921. The
advantages of these alternative employments over domestic service were obvious: wages were higher, conditions
better, and independence enhanced.

Working conditions: unionism and pay
Trade unionism proved to be the second legacy of the war. Female workers had been less unionised than their male
counterparts. This was because they tended to do part-time work and to work in smaller firms (which tended to be
less unionised). Also, existing unions were often hostile to female workers. World War One forced unions to deal with
the issue of women's work. The scale of women's employment could no longer be denied and rising levels of women
left unmarried or widowed by the war forced the hands of the established unions.
In addition, feminist pressure on established unions and the formation of separate women's unions threatened to
destabilise men-only unions. The increase in female trade union membership from only 357,000 in 1914 to over a
million by 1918 represented an increase in the number of unionised women of 160 per cent. This compares with an
increase in the union membership of men of only 44 per cent.
However, the war did not inflate women's wages. Employers circumvented wartime equal pay regulations by
employing several women to replace one man, or by dividing skilled tasks into several less skilled stages. In these ways,
women could be employed at a lower wage and not said to be 'replacing' a man directly. By 1931, a working woman's
weekly wage had returned to the pre-war situation of being half the male rate in more industries.

Post war
Anxiety for their menfolk in war, the pressures of employment, combined with the need to perform housework in
straitened circumstances and the inadequacy of social services exacted a heavy toll. It also made the withdrawal of
women back into their homes after the war less surprising. This return to full-time domesticity was not, however,
wholly voluntary.
In many instances, contracts of employment during World War One had been based on collective agreements between
trade unions and employers, which decreed that women would only be employed 'for the duration of the war'.
Employed mothers were stung by the closure of day nurseries that had been vastly extended during the war.
Reinforcing these pressures were the recriminatory voices of returning servicemen. As unemployment levels soared
immediately after the war, anger towards women 'taking' jobs from men exploded.
Women were also divided, with single and widowed women claiming a prior right to employment over married
women. For instance, Isobel M Pazzey of Woolwich reflected a widely-held view when she wrote to the Daily Herald
in October 1919 declaring that 'No decent man would allow his wife to work, and no decent woman would do it if she
knew the harm she was doing to the widows and single girls who are looking for work.' She directed: 'Put the married
women out, send them home to clean their houses and look after the man they married and give a mother's care to
their children. Give the single women and widows the work.'
In some occupations, single women insisted on excluding their married sisters. For instance, in 1921, female civil
servants passed a resolution asking for the banning of married women from their jobs. The resulting ban was enforced

until 1946. There were other setbacks. During World War One, hospitals had accepted female medical students: in the
1920s, women were rejected by the hospitals on the grounds of modesty. The National Association of Schoolmasters
campaigned against the employment of female teachers. In 1924, the London County Council make its policy explicit
when it changed the phrase 'shall resign on marriage' to 'the contract shall end on marriage'.

The vote
Finally, some historians believe that the war was a key element in the granting of the franchise to women over the age
of 30 years who held property in 1918. However, gratitude for women's war work cannot explain why only women
over the age of 30 got the vote while it was the younger women who had done the work. Rather, it is more convincing
to argue that the lobbying of the feminist movement and the commitment of the Labour Party to a wider franchise
were crucial factors. In addition, it was a case of the suffragists being around at the right time.
In 1917, the government became aware of the need to call an election. The problem was that, according to the law,
only men who had been resident in the country for 12 months prior to the election were entitled to vote, effectively
disenfranchising a large number of troops who had been serving overseas. This dilemma forced Parliament to revise
the franchise. At this point, the arguments of Millicent Fawcett and the National Union of Women's Suffrage Societies
proved particularly persuasive and, by drawing attention to the work of women during the war, persuaded the Liberal
leader, Asquith, to grant a minority of women the vote. But it was not until 1928 that women over the age of 21 were
finally allowed to vote. In effect, this meant that in 1918, 8.5 million women were enfranchised, or 40 per cent of the
total number of women. In 1928, this was boosted to 15 million, or 53 per cent of total number of women.
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Considering the roles of both men and women during World War One, Susan R Grayzel asks to what extent the war
challenged gender roles and to what degree society accepted them.
The First World War was a cataclysm that disrupted countless lives. As a modern, total war, it brought men and women
into active battle zones across Europe as well as in parts of Africa and Asia. New technology further extended the
borders of the war. Air power made it possible to launch attacks against civilian populations at some distance from
traditional frontlines, and U-boats sank passenger ships, such as the Lusitania in 1915, that were loaded with men,
women, and children crossing the Atlantic. In addition, albeit with less novelty, invading armies ended up occupying
swathes of territory. Civilian women and men in Belgium, the north and east of France, Serbia, and parts of the Russian
empire among other locales came under the control of occupying powers.

Men, women, and the state
Even where women did not live with such daily reminders of war, states and agents of civil society invested
considerable energy in trying to connect
women who were not near war zones with the
front lines via propaganda. In addition, the
scope and duration of the war meant that
governments enlisted women in the war effort
by reorganising basic aspects of their lives. By
rationing, governments could alter the food
women could obtain and eat; by imposing
censorship, they tried to restrict the
information they could know or share. The
waging of the war placed enormous
expectations upon able-bodied men in the
prime of life to serve in the military and upon
their female counterparts to contribute to the
war effort in many ways, in addition to
maintaining their domestic roles.

Did assumptions about gender roles alter during the war?
Despite the upheavals that affected many women and men, basic ideas about gender remained fairly consistent
throughout the war. Warring states defined the essence of male service to
the nation as combat. Even those men too young or old or ill to wield arms
were expected to support the war, and some men in key industries were
required to stay at their jobs in order to ensure the output of basic supplies.
Most nations also called upon and celebrated women as mothers, the
representative of family life and domesticity. Indeed, women’s designated
role as guardians of morality meant that in most countries, ‘separation
allowances’ – funds paid to soldiers’ dependents – were tied to their good
behaviour, including in some cases demonstrating their sobriety and fidelity.
Women could support the military effort and the nation’s men in uniform
as nurses, female military auxiliaries, ambulance drivers, farm workers, and
factory labourers as well as in many other occupations, something evident
in many of these documents. However, they were also celebrated for their
quiet heroism in keeping the home intact whilst their men were absent. For
all of women’s extensive and varied war work, most public celebrations of
their contributions underlined that such labour was part of ‘doing their bit
for the duration’.
As was the case with all societal expectations about gender roles, individuals
could take on or reject these assumptions. Some women publicly embraced
new access to traditionally male occupations and had no wish to relinquish
them when the war was over. Others faced economic, physical and

psychological challenges that
could make them eager for a
return to pre-war conditions.
Some men found meaning in
their military service and
sacrifices;
others
found
themselves traumatised by the
carnage unleashed by modern
weaponry. Millions of men faced
devastating injuries from poison
gas, machine gun fire, and
powerful artillery shells. Dissent from gender norms was perhaps more easily
tolerated for women as they took on roles that had previously been the work
of men (in munitions factories for example). Male dissent from gender norms
was not so readily accepted. While pacifist or antimilitarist actions by women
could be understood, if not excused, as stemming from expectations that
women desired peace above all, similar expressions by men, such as
their taking on the new role of the conscientious objector in Britain,
could call into question their very masculinity.

The legacy of the war and assumptions about gender roles
Because the war destroyed so many lives and reshaped the
international political order, it is understandable to view it as a catalyst
for enormous changes in all aspects of life, including ideas about
gender and the behaviour of women and men. The messy reality of the
lives of individual men and women is much harder to generalise about.
There were visible changes in European politics, society, and culture
but also a certain degree of continuity. Most notably, the aftermath of
the war witnessed women gaining voting rights in many nations for the first time. Yet women’s full participation in
political life remained limited, and some states did not enfranchise their female inhabitants until much later (1944 in
France). Imperial subjects and racial minorities, such as those in the United States, continued to be unable to exercise
their full political rights. Socially, certain demographic trends that were prevalent before the war persisted after it.
Family sizes continued to shrink despite renewed anxiety about falling birth rates
and ongoing insistence on the significance of motherhood for women and their
nations. Economically, returning men displaced many women from their wartime
occupations, and many households now headed by women due to the loss of
male breadwinners faced new levels of hardship. Women did not gain or retain
access to all professions, and they did not come close to gaining equal pay for
comparable work.

Gender and cultural change
Cultural change may be the hardest to gauge. Certain norms of Western middleclass femininity all but disappeared, and women’s visible appearance before
1914 and after 1918 markedly differed – with many women having shorter hair
and wearing shorter skirts or even trousers. New forms of social interaction
between the sexes and across class lines became possible, but expectations
about family and domestic life as the main concern of women remained
unaltered. Furthermore, post-war societies were largely in mourning. The extent
to which the process of rebuilding required the combined efforts of men and
women in public and perhaps even more so in private shows the shared human toll of this extraordinary conflict.
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